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With intelligent image processing increasingly wide range of applications in
various fields,the higher requirements of the resolution and clarity of the image
had been proposed. Currently the resolution of the image captured by the sensor
gradually failed to meet the growing demand, at the same time due to the physical
limitations of the optics and expensive cost price. Therefore, based on the
software implementation of image super-resolution reconstruction of signal
processing technology emerged. Super-resolution reconstruction using existing
low-resolution imaging system, to improve the resolution by the image signal
processing. This technology has been a great deal of attention and in-depth
research in the academic and commercial, has important theoretical and practical
value.
In this paper, it carried out some research and improvement of image super-
resolution reconstruction around the MAP method, mainly to complete the work
includes:
Firstly, this paper introduces an image registration method based on the critical-
point filters. Compared with the traditional optical flow estimation method, after
the test, the critical-point filters can more effectively express a variety of non-
translational motion, such as rotation, scaling, while achieving the automatic
registration of the image, so we can more effectively calculated motion vector
between the low-resolution image sequence.
Secondly, this paper researches the MAP-based regularization super-resolution
reconstruction algorithm. First of all, this paper analyses and compares the data
fidelity term and the regularization term, and presents a reconstruction algorithm
based on the critical-point filters registration. The algorithm combines the L1 norm
fidelity term and total variation operator regularization term, and with the critical-













effectiveness of the reconstruction algorithm based on the critical-point filters
registration method, particularly in the natural scene sequence test better. Finally,
On the basis of the reconstruction algorithm based on the critical-point filters
registration method joined the adaptive regularization parameter, after the test,
the results show that the adaptive algorithm to obtain the optimum reconstruction
results.
Finally, this paper researches and improves the MAP/POCS hybrid algorithm.
First of all, this paper analyses the traditional hybrid algorithm, learns that the
traditional method of simply combining the two algorithms. Then, to improve the
traditional algorithm, the POCS residual set of constraints were added to the
reconstruction algorithm based on the critical-point filters registration method. In
every iterative reconstruction, the pixels of the image reconstruction were
constrained, so it can be better combined with the advantages of the two
algorithms. After the test, the results show that the improved MAP/POCS hybrid
algorithm is effective.
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